
 

 

 

 

                        

 

Did you ever think of helping the poor & needy around 

you? Did you ever believe in the power of collective 

effort can change many lives? Are you looking for 

something that values your voice and gives an 

opportunity to serve the needy? 

If your answer is yes, LAASA foundation is right 
platform for your love towards humanity. We are   
having 6000+Volunteers across India. 

  

 LAASA Volunteers across India till date :- 6274 

 LAASA service activities performed across India till date :- 1714 

  

     

https://t.me/laasafoundation
https://www.instagram.com/laasafoundation/
https://twitter.com/laasafoundation
https://www.facebook.com/laasafoundation
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOHMycCo9u3AoXpqb73AELw


 
 

DSV Bharadwaj, is the Founder of LAASA Foundation. He hails from 

Srikakulam, District, Andhra Pradesh, was hit by a major problem in 

retina at the age of 8. His parents were detached when he was at the 

age of six, his mother alone took the problem of his vision, and visited 

many hospitals in India, but the result is nothing. Being 100 % blind, 

he progressively with his stupendous efforts, has reached to the 

position of Head Master of High School. His strong desire was, being 

human, to serve humanity is the real serving to God, and decided to 

serve the society selflessly. On 13th Oct 2013, he established LAASA 

Foundation, with the objective "Love All And Serve All", inspired by the 

saying of Bhagavan Sri Satya Sai Baba. Volunteers are the pillars of 

this Foundation. We at LAASA believe in Integrity & Transparency in 

everything we do. 
 

    Think of a tear coming from one’s eyes, think that your hand is near the tear to wipe out, probably 

that hand might be the wealthiest hand of this entire universe. Yes, my dear friend life is so simple, 

when we address it, life will become so complex, when we want to make so much out of it. But, have 

we ever, thanked our life? Have we ever, paid our gratitude to our life? Yes, my dear friend, even our 

own life, requires and needs gratitude, what is that? Knowing the purpose of our life, is the gratitude 

that we can pay to our life. How, can we notice the very significant purpose that why we are born. Here, 

I will narrate you a little story. One day, I was sitting in my drawing room and suddenly heard a knock 

on my door when I opened, I found, 03 people standing out, I welcomed them inside, and offered seats, 

they introduced themselves to me the first person was Mr. Dhanunjay a leukemia patient age 21 and 

2nd person was his brother and 3rd one is his uncle. I was stunned that, Mr. Dhanunjay was our 

LAASA foundation beneficiary, where our organization has supported him a lot for his cancer treatment 

at Hyderabad. He belongs to very poor and downtrodden family he has no money even to travel to 

Hyderabad, but we the LAASA stood by them and provided our service with love. Do, you know why he 

had visited me, the Doctor has declared that soon he may die at any point of time and advised his 

family members to fulfill his last wish. My dear friends, to our utter surprise his last wish was to see 

me, he said that sir, you have given your love and support more than a mother and a father. Sir, this 

LAASA has granted me good health for some time and allowed my life to be extended. Indeed, I am 

blessed sir, indeed I am thrilled sir for the compassion which you and your volunteers have shown as 

selfless help which you people are doing. He hugged me and wept in tears, on that particular time, in 

that moment I realized the purpose of my life, and cause of my birth, and somehow I felt that, I have 

been saying thanks to my life, that it had given me a golden opportunity to serve and accept the life 

without excepting anything, My dear friends, let us take this mission of LAASA as a penance, not as 

just an act of deed. Yes, it is the highest of all prayers and the highest of all worship that we offer to 

lord. Please do inspire and join your near and dear in this LAASA, so that somewhere some needy at 

some point of time may require our help, are you ready to serve ? are you ready to love ? Please do 

answer this question, many proactive volunteers have answered this question and we as a fellow being 

of this noble organization formed as a group to spread our love and service across India, with more 

volunteers and with many service activities the group is named as LAASA Army 108, if you are a 

volunteer of this organization please do join in this group by contacting our LAASA helpline 

9848873108. Just do one thing to say the gratitude to our life, to feel the contentment in your heart, 

and to prove that you are the embodiment of pure humanity, these are the words of a person who 

couldn’t see anything in this world. Please do understand these lines with love, and join your kind 

hearts with LAASA, so that we can bind our services to the poorest of the poor to wipe out their tears, 

with love. Loving All and Serving All.  

  



                      HEART TOUCHING SERVICES OF LAASA

 

 Service Activities performed by Volunteers. 

  Shri Ponduru Ravi Kumar, Volunteer ID No- LV003355 

 

Covid-19 pandemic is not only a health crisis but an economic crisis too.                       
In particular, the anxiety and fear COVID-19 has created among the poor is 
unprecedented. In such a crisis, LAASA Foundation, in collaboration with CISF 
(Central Industrial Security Force), Kolkata has distributed sarees and refreshment 
to the inhabitants of Kolkata slum area, by following the COVID appropriate 
behavior. LAASA Volunteers across India, are constantly focusing for the 
betterment of downtrodden. Thanks to CISF Police department, for permitting us 
to collaborate with you for such a good cause. 
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  Service Activities performed by Volunteers. 
   

   Shri Tutta Kishore Kumar, Volunteer Id No :- LV00557 
   Shri Jalumuru Lokanadham , Volunteer ID No:-LV004667 

 

    

 

 Here is the most supporting hand of LAASA, this is probably the pathetic condition 
of a lady Athreyapurapu Bhagya Laxmi who lost her husband due to                     
Covid-19 and became supportless and leading miserable life with her two children.  
Indeed, her husband was a teacher in a private school earlier, who even lost his job 
due to this pandemic lockdown. Our volunteers Shri Tutta Kishore Kumar & Shri 
Jalumuru Lokanadham at Paralakhemundi of Gajapati District of Odisha state had 
identified the tears of this most deserving and we the LAASA stand by this family 
and provided food and nutrition assistance service project and adopted this family 
for 6 months and this is not just an act of service. But this is an act of responsibility 
in this very needy hour. 
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  Service Activities performed by Volunteers.    

  Shri Gorle Appala Naidu, Volunteer Id No :- LV005552 
 

 

  

Some needy are not having even proper source to purchase medicine for medical 
treatment. The poverty is a curse but our LAASA is a bless to those who are in real 
sorrows. Here in this case Mangi Ramanamma age 45 years is a resident of 
Neeladevipuram, Burja, Srikakulam is suffering from brain hemorrhage disease. Her 
husband is a daily wage labour and only bread winner of the family. We LAASA 
provided our soulful support to this most deserving patient through our volunteer 
Gorle Appala Naidu. There are many people who are waiting for the help of godly 
men.  
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Service Activities performed by Volunteers. 

 Shri Tarlana Ravi Kumar, Volunteer Id No :- LV005186 
  

 

 
 

 
 

 
What does a boy of 3 years old know about leukemia(blood cancer) ? 
What does a poor father can do with a meagre money that he earns as a private 
employee?  
Chy. Kotturu Athvik age 3 years is presently living along with his parents at 
Gandipet, Rrangareddy, Telangana are the native residents of Odisha. Our LAASA 
volunteer Tarlana Ravi kumar from Odisha has conveyed their pathetic problem to 
LAASA, we showered our love on this poor little cancer patient and supported a bit 
in the massive medical expenditure. We all pray the god that this kid must fight the 
deadly disease.    
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Service Activities performed by Volunteers.    

Shri R Laxman Rao, Volunteer Id No :- LV005524 
 

 

 

 
 

 
   This young man Raivada Shiva age 23y is suffering from brain hypodense lesion 
disease. His father is a daily wage labor and the only bread winner of the family. 
Shiva has left with no option, but to undergo an immediate critical brain surgery. 
Their poor financial status is their curse, but by the divine grace, our Volunteer, 
Lakshman Rao from Hyderabad, came to know about this pathetic situation, and 
contacted LAASA for help. The love that flows from LAASA is serving many 
deserving across India, and the same happened in this instant case. LAASA extended 
medical assistance to the deserving young man. We are constantly lighting a lamp of 
hope in the darken paths. 
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Service Activities performed by Volunteers.     

Shri Korada Appala Ramulu, Volunteer Id No :- LV004580 
 

Probably this is the most loving activity of our LAASA 
history. Tears will come out of our eyes if we listen to this 
miserable story of this old couple. Gundala Surya Narayana 
is a paralyzed patient living along with his wife in a cattle shed where some cattle are 
sharing the roof and these two old couple are living in that cattle shed. What a pitiable 
and miserable condition is this ? They are financially very poor and cannot afford healthy 
food, medicine and no one is there to take care of this old couple. LAASA Volunteer 
Korada Appalaramulu has informed about their situation to LAASA, we immediately 
responded, provided food & medicine to most deserving couple. Donations of Volunteers 
are being sanctified as it is been used in these kind of service activities. Certainly it is a 
divine service. We have wiped out their tears. Join hands with LAASA, to serve the 
deserving needy around you with your own hands, with our support.  
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 Unstoppable chain system:-  Myself, Jami Bharat Charan, Volunteer ID-
LV000004, currently retired from Government service, as a Head Master.                      
I feel honored to share with you all that, I was one among the volunteers who 
joined on day 1 in LAASA, on the inauguration day.  Mr. DSV Bharadwaj, is 
my close friend, and when he explained about the foundation that he is 
dreaming to establish, I really felt amazing, and thought that, it will be a ray of 
hope for poor and needy. Mr. Bharadwaj, is 100% blind and I had a great 
association with him, from several years. As a matter of age, he is very young 
to me, but all the time, all the way, I feel that, there is something which I can 
learn from him, really that is the divinity within his heart. Now coming to 

LAASA, this is not an ordinary mission, this is probably, an unstoppable chain system and is spreading across 
the country incredibly. I remember that day, when I was in a training session, and one of my teacher came to 
me and asked me, what I was doing in Laptop, I told him that, I am registering a volunteer to LAASA 
foundation. Immediately, he asked me, please do join me too in this foundation. I accepted his request and 
joined him as a volunteer, thereafter, he joined another person, and the chain link of our introducers spread 
across India. Anyone can help any poor and needy anywhere In India, this is our system, the ethicality, the 
sincerity , the integrity are the true symbols that, LAASA follows . I salute all thousands of volunteers, who 
are spreading this great motto of “Love All And Serve All”. 
 

Carry the journey:- This is Allu Sri Hari Naidu, Volunteer Id-LV001723,                         
I have been working as a Maths Lecturer in a private Junior College. Once I 
visited LAASA Office, and had great opportunity to speak to beloved DSV 
Bharadwaj garu, it really turned my life, I was stunned to the practices and 
principles that the foundation and the founder observing minute to minute 
only for the cause of selfless service.  I got the glim of Shri DSV Bharadwaj, 
and caught the magical sense of his most loving words and decided to have 
the journey along with him. In his personality development sessions as a 
Lecturer, I found many opportunities in various colleges, and in various 
places, to arrange personality development sessions of LAASA foundation by 
Shri DSV Bharadwaj, really it gave me immense satisfaction in my life. I 
personally witnessed more than 30000 children who heard the words of Shri 

DSV Bharadwaj, have greatly inspired. I request one and all, please do, join in LAASA and carry the journey 
along with its great flow of love, that will give you the true self-satisfaction.  
 

Something in my heart. My name is A Aruna Kumari, Volunteer Id-

LV001194,  I am a mother of  two children right from my childhood, I 

have some values in my heart, to do something to this society, I found 

LAASA foundation, at first  I thought that , this is also, one among many 

service organizations. But, when some incidents, took place in my life, I 

could realize what, life means, and I can assess the power of true love and 

the value of selfless service. From that movement, I could feel the 

difference in LAASA foundation, comparatively to other foundations / 

organizations. My intention is, we have only one life, we must utilize it in 

a proper way, so that, there might be, and there will be a great satisfaction, 

when we think of our past. I am associated with this wonderful foundation 

and truly the love of LAASA had given me immense satisfaction and it is 

a great boon for me, to walk in the path of my life, with courage and with pride. Now, I have something in my 

hands, something, in my heart and something in my soul, definitely that is nothing but my LAASA foundation. 

I love my LAASA forever. 

 

      INSPIRING VOLUNTEERS OF LAASA 
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Boundaries to be not known:-  Myself, Sadu Hemasundar Rao, volunteer 

Id-LV000869, I have been in this foundation since 2016 and I like this 

foundation for its impeccable transparency.  I am striving hard, to make this 

foundation, to reach every needy person door step, it is possible only when 

the volunteer starts raising their units as well as, good people join in this 

foundation for giving their selfless service. I want the foundation 

boundaries to be not known, it should be expanded worldwide. Hope it 

would flourish and accomplish its goal to wipe out the tears of poor and 

deserving needy to some extent. 
 

For the purpose of :-  Myself, Potnuru Venkata Rajesh Kumar, volunteer Id- 

LV001568, I was introduced to LAASA by my beloved friend Shri Sadu 

Hemasundar Rao.  I was enthralled when I visited the foundation, upon seeing 

the founder sir, Shri DSV Bharadwaj, I strongly determined to extend my service 

with love. I suggest the other volunteers to be most dedicated, devoted and 

continue our selfless service till our last breath. Transparency is the greatest 

ingredient of LAASA, which made me spellbound and committed towards my 

service. I have been striving a lot to improve LAASA horizontally and vertically, 

that means, joining new volunteers, and also, encouraging people, to raise their 

donation for the purpose of selfless human service. 

Till my last breath:- Myself, Ravi Kumar Ponduru, volunteer Id-LV003355, 

my well-wisher,Shri Ruppa Ramana Murthy, Ex-Army, a resident of 

Srikakulam, Andhra Pradesh, took me to a place, there I was introduced to 

a blind person. At a first glance, I thought, why I am here before a blind 

person? what’s happening? all these things made me desperate. Then, the 

blind person who is sitting before us, started talking slowly, about life, people 

sufferings, humanity and all, I can’t believe, it was one hour brief interaction 

about the purpose of being born as human being, and the way of living life. 

That, one hour has changed my perspective on life. I understood that, we 

are the temporary residents to this Earth, and human life has a definite purpose. Moreover, being 

human is given, but keeping our humanity is a choice. The one line, which he had stressed upon, has 

deeply implanted inside my heart “Who are we as human beings, if we ignore the suffering of others”? 

Since then, I became a Volunteer of LAASA Foundation for a noble cause, and constantly focusing 

on the betterment of downtrodden people through guidance of LAASA Foundation. I am fully 

satisfied with my life now, and learnt a lot about myself, understood my true potential and started living 

like a human being. Overwhelmed by the transparency, accountability and the unique way of serving 

the poor and deserving needy, adopted by LAASA Foundation, I have raised my monthly contributions 

01 Unit = Rs. 108/- to 16 Units = Rs. 1728/-. I had not stopped here; I joined my son Ponduru Josith 

as a volunteer in this Foundation, just few minutes after his birth i.e. on 27-09-2020 with  10 units 

monthly contribution, probably he is the youngest volunteer of LAASA. Thereafter, I joined my family 

members, and my friends in this impeccable Foundation. I request the readers to Join in this 

Foundation as a Volunteer, to discover the real “You” within you. Loving LAASA till my last breath. 

Lets Love All And Serve All.  

 

 

               VOICE OF LAASA HEARTS  
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Supreme Commitment:-  Smt. Mandala Ramalakshmi, Volunteer ID-

LV004149, resident of Visakhapatnam, is always in the forefront for 

service of the Poor. She is associated with various NGO’s, and her 

contribution to LAASA Foundation is exemplary. She introduced nearly 

32 volunteers to LAASA, and participated in 02 deserving service activities 

with her supreme commitment. Her commitment, dedication and sincere 

efforts towards the growth of LAASA is commendable. LAASA 

Foundation wishes all the best for her future endeavors.   
 

Role of a charioteer:-  Shri Kalamata Someswara Rao, Volunteer ID- 

LV001044, resident of Matala, Kotturu, Srikakulam is highly committed 

and shows keen dedication towards the growth of Foundation. He is 

residing in Andhra Pradesh – Odisha border, there he is spreading LAASA 

and uplifting the poor and needy through LAASA service activities. He 

introduced nearly 76 volunteers, and takes the role of a charioteer to move 

this organization. LAASA Foundation wishes all the best for his future 

endeavors.   
 

Immense:- LAASA volunteer, Potnuru Chamundeswari, Volunteer ID-

LV001868. She is an eminent personality of LAASA Foundation who 

stands in the front always, to eradicate the problems of poor and deserving 

needy by proving herself. Her support and contributions to LAASA is 

immense. LAASA Foundation wishes her life may be filled with joy and 

happiness forever.   
 

 

 

Moving a head:- Shri Moningi Dilleswara Rao, Volunteer ID-LV000245, 

is very active and moves ahead with his positive commitment and support 

to LAASA. He is partially visually challenged and working as a teacher, yet 

he continues, his philanthropic values and moving ahead to do something 

for the needy and poor. He is a great motivator and spreading the 

philanthropic values of LAASA in the area of Pathapatnam. He 

introduced nearly 43 volunteers and performed 8 deserving service 

activities. LAASA Foundation wishes all the best for his future endeavors.  
 

Role model:- Miss Padala Rupa Devi, Volunteer ID- LV005380 is a 

wonderful volunteer, she remains very active and lends her possible 

support to LAASA. Unfortunately, she fell from the building and got 

paralyzed, LAASA extended medical assistance to her. Being, 

overwhelmed by the selfless service of LAASA, she joined as a volunteer 

in LAASA saying that, I want to do my bit for this exemplary foundation. 

No doubt, she is a role model for all. May god bless her forever, she will 

remain in the hearts of all the Volunteers forever.  

 

           STAR VOLUNTEERS   
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 God LAASA:-  I am Baratam Sandeep and Baratam 

Jyothsna  residents of Srikakulam, we are indeed blessed by 

LAASA. Few years back, our father had a chronic lung 

disorder, and we are financially poor, faced lots of 

difficulties to purchase medicine for our father. During 

that, pathe tic period, LAASA Foundation continuously 

supported my father till this last breath, also the 

Foundation had taken up the responsibility of paying our 

fees for Engineering and Intermediate college. Today, we 

have settled and leading our normal life with the very 

support of LAASA. As a gratitude, we both became 

volunteers and extending our possible support towards the 

growth of LAASA Foundation. We love LAASA forever.  

 
 

 

 Stood by us:- This is Devadi Mani, currently working as 

an Engineer. Few years back, when I was perusing my 

B.tech, I lost my father. My mother worked in a small shop 

to feed our family. At, that crucial period, LAASA 

Foundation stood by us and paid my Engineering college 

fee for 02 years at Vishakhapatnam. I am greatly inspired 

by the selfless support given by LAASA and joined as a 

volunteer to reciprocate something that, I can do to this 

beautiful serving organization. Loving LAASA forever.  

  

Showered upon me:- This is Ungarala Nagendra Prasad 

completed my MBBS with the very support of LAASA 

Foundation. My father was a tailor in a small village 

Tallavalasa, unfortunately, he met with a road accident 

and sustained with leg injury. He was unable to go for 

work and we faced lots of financial problems, at that time, 

I was perusing my MBBS at Srikakulam and there was no 

proper source of income for my food and 

accommodation. At that  crucial time, LAASA supported 

me, and I got their immense love and blessings 

continuously. I thank all the LAASA volunteers, for your   

wonderful support for me.  
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      THANKS GIVING :  LAASA EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE  
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What is the blessing that we can give to our children?  What are the ideology and values that we    

can give to our children? 

Here is the answer, all these children are the youngest LAASA Foundation volunteers, no doubt, there 

parents had given golden future to their children, by driving these young children, into the path of 

Humanity. Good deeds can be done on their name.  

   Ponduru Josith, Volunteer ID-LV004553, S/o Ponduru Ravi Kumar & Ponduru 

Geetha Rani, was born on 27-09-2020. This kid has joined in LAASA Foundation just 

after few minutes of his birth. Since then, he is contributing 10 Units per month i.e.  

Rs 1080 /- per month. We proudly announce that, he is the youngest volunteer of 

LAASA Foundation and he proved that, one can do miracles since the next minute of 

one’s birth. LAASA Foundation, wish you a happy life ahead and may god bless you 

forever dear. We do request all, to join the children as volunteers in LAASA and add, 

a complete meaning to their life, probably that is true assets which we can hand it over 

to them and our legacy flows forever.  

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

                                                                                          

           

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KRISHANTH BODDU  
VOL ID- LV006207,  
D.O.B- 03-07-2019 

 

ANDHAVARAPU AADHYASRI 
VOL ID- LV005110 
D.O.B- 13-11-2019 

 

ANDHAVARAPU TANUSH 
VOL ID- LV005555 
D.O.B- 10-08-2018 

 

PATCHIPULUSU JAGADEESWARI 
VOL ID- LV002707 
D.O.B- 14-06-2016 

 

ALLAM ANIRUDH SATYA 
VOL ID- LV005475 
D.O.B- 07-05-2016 

 

RISCHIKA 
VOL ID- LV000659 
D.O.B- 10-12-2015 

 

PRAJWAL VIHAN SIMMA 
VOL ID- LV005459 
D.O.B- 07-06-2014 

 

SADU MANASWANI 
VOL ID- LV001839 
D.O.B- 11-09-2015 

 

ANDHAVARAPU TANVI  
VOL ID- LV005489 
D.O.B- 13-06-2013 

 

SADHU VEDHANTH 
VOL ID- LV002398 
D.O.B- 23-01-2013 

 

AMRUTHA VARSHINY POTNURU 
         VOL ID- LV006202 
          D.O.B- 26-02-2016 

 

KANDI ESHAN 
VOL ID- LV005453 
D.O.B- 16-05-2018 
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         GOLDEN FUTURE OF CHILDREN     

https://www.laasafoundation.org/donations-tracking/?id=LV006207
https://www.laasafoundation.org/donations-tracking/?id=LV006207
https://www.laasafoundation.org/donations-tracking/?id=LV006207


  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 LAASA Foundation virtual contest published in our 1st Magazine, last   

date has been extended up to 09-08-2021 

For any queries please contact:-

1) Andhavarapu Aruna Kumari :- 8790827467 

2) Baratam Jyothsna :- 9381949984 

 

 

                                             LAASA Helpline (24 X7) - 9848873108 

                              Volunteer Registration desk - 9866704108 

                              Donations desk - 9494071710 

                              Service Activities desk - 9440578108 

                              LAASA Front Office - 8465873108 

                              E-mail ID :- info@laasafoundation.org 

 

 9494071710 

UPI ID – laasa@sbi 

 9494071710 

          9494071710 

Our Bank Account Details 

LAASA Foundation , A/C No:-33801298207 , State Bank of India 
Arasavilli Jn., Srikakulam , SBIN0017913 
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